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PROBLEM

CURRENT PICTURE

CURRENT VIDEO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
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<th>24</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
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<td>0</td>
<td>48</td>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<tr>
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<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>0</td>
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<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
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<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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VIRTUAL, AUGMENTED, and MIXED REALITY (VAMR)

Spherical

Non-Uniform Sampling

Data and Time Intensive, but high Latency b/c of constant sampling
WHY DO PAST SOLUTIONS NOT WORK?

Facebook Surround 360, Youtube VR, etc. don’t work because *impedance mismatch*.

Treat Data like 2D, so..

View Agnostic

Manual “Plumbing” Required

Incompatible to different 2D layouts
Data Representation 1: Spherical Panoramas

Fixed Location, Any Direction

Image Projection + Stitching
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Data Representation 2: Light Fields

Variable Location, Any Direction

Input: Location, Direction

Output: Color, Intensity

Light Slabs + Interpolation

Extrapolate: red
Video Encoding/Streaming

Frame-Storage/Redundant Compression

Tiling

GOP- adaptive streaming
data model

(RasDaMan, SciDB, Oracle Multimedia)
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GPU? FPGA? CPU? implementation details
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evaluations

- up to -99%

FFmpeg & OpenCV  LightDB & SciDB

FPGA  vs  CPU

FPS: 60  FPS: <15

LightDB  Others

programmability  performance

hardware acceleration
evaluations

- TLF performance 💚
- Slab performance 💚
- Optimization performance 💚

Operator performance

Index performance
conclusion

- Related work
- Possible next steps